Electrophysiological evidence for the involvement of the locus coeruleus in alerting, orienting, and attending.
In this chapter, we describe recent observations from our laboratory which support the thesis that the locus coeruleus (LC), via its massively divergent efferent projections, participates in generating a generalized brain state that can be characterized as "alertness." The first of these observations suggests that LC activation can convert the electroencephalographic (EEG) activity of the forebrain from patterns characteristic of a non-alert state to those characteristic of an alert state. The second observation indicates that LC activation alters sensory responses of individual neocortical neurons in a way that is compatible with the general thesis presented here, suggesting that LC-induced alterations in cortical neuronal activity may be an integral component of a hypothesized participation of the LC in cortically mediated attentional processes. The third observation indicates that LC may modulate forebrain components of orienting responses that are indexed by event-related potentials (ERPs). Thus, the experiments described below involve electrophysiological assessment of forebrain information processing at three different levels of organization: activity of individual neurons in the millisecond range, neuronal ensemble activity persisting for 10-200 msec as indexed by ERPs, and ensemble/regional activity sustained for seconds to minutes as indicated by EEG measures. These observations suggest that alterations induced in forebrain function by manipulations of LC activity are evident at all three of these levels.